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Figure 1: Various AutoSplines demonstrating smooth automatic tangent behavior and control repositioning to focus detail.

Abstract

Unsimulated character animation of items like ropes or snakes is
challenging in the amount of articulation required and the degrees
of freedom needing control. At Pixar we developed a powerful new
system for animating highly directible curves: AutoSpline. This
system is designed to give animators enormous control, without the
overhead of managing every aspect of every control when only sim-
ple shapes or motions are required.

We accomplished this by providing the ability to switch sets of con-
trols between manual and automatic modes on a frame-by-frame
basis. Controls can also be dynamically repositioned per frame so
that animators can focus the available controls where highest detail
is needed for any given shape or motion. The AutoSpline archi-
tecture also includes advanced constraint abilities, simplifying his-
torically difficult interactions between the flexible object and other
objects in the scene.

While these features made it feasible to animate the many-tentacled
Hank in Pixar’s Finding Dory as a primary character, AutoSpline
was built as a general solution. Early versions were successfully
used in Pixar’s Inside Out and The Good Dinosaur. Notably, it
inspired a similar tool at ILM, used on Star Wars: The Force Awak-
ens.
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1 AutoSpline Architecture

The AutoSpline system appears as two different in-scene primitive
types: Knots and KnotSplines. Each Knot is an oriented locator
in the scene and a collection of controls. Importantly, each Knot
is a first-class primitive in Presto and may be constrained to other
primitives in the scene, or have other primitives constrained to it.
This is extremely powerful in allowing modular and hierarchical
rigging as well as critical to realistic interactions betwen on-screen
elements.
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A KnotSpline primitive reads Knots and produces as its output a
piece of virtual geometry which can be input into any deformer or
controller in the rig that normally accepts curves. The KnotSpline
can be used both to drive the major deformation of the geometry as
well as publish information used by other secondary rigs.

AutoSpline is fully interactive in real time; KnotSplines update as
their Knots are edited. The generated shape of the KnotSpline is
controlled entirely by the state of its Knots on the current frame; it
is not history dependent.

2 Dynamic Controls

The generated curve at a minimum intersects the location of each
Knot. As additional Knot controls are engaged, the curve can be
further directed:

• Tangent of the curve may be driven by the Knot orientation

• Tangent handle lengths may be specified

• Twist around the curve may be driven by the Knot orientation

• What geometry the Knot poses may be changed

These controls are uniformly available at every Knot and are ani-
matable. The animator may choose to switch some or all of these
controls into or out of an automatic mode on any frame. Manual
modes give the animator full control over that aspect of the shape
at that Knot. Putting a Knot into manual tangent orientation, twist
and geometry assignment, combined with a constraint on the Knot,
greatly reduces or eliminates the complementary animation that is
often required to get believable interactions between on-screen ob-
jects.

The mode settings on each Knot are independent of each other, and
each Knot’s modes are independent of other Knots. The ability to
control as much or as little as necessary per Knot, per frame, is what
makes AutoSpline so powerful.

3 Automatic Modes

The automatic modes are what lend AutoSpline its name. When
a control is set to automatic, the input values are ignored and the
consuming KnotSpline poses that aspect itself, based on the values
and control modes of all of the Knots in the KnotSpline.

Simple heuristics are used to ensure a smooth shape with pre-
dictable behavior as Knots are animated. Only G1 continuity is
generated in order to maintain locality of control. Twist around
the spline is interpolated between manually controlled Knots by
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following the underlying curvature. The interpolant is a rotation-
minimizing bidirectional framewalk with good stability behavior
under deformation.

Control of what geometry a Knot affects is the mechanism which
allows Knots to be repositioned to affect different areas along the
length of the KnotSpline. In automatic mode, the Knot is decoupled
and slides through the posed geometry, affecting only the shape of
the curve. Conversely, manual control allows absolute locking of
posed topology to a location in space.

4 Mode-Switch Compensation

A critical part of implementing the automatic controls was lever-
aging Presto’s powerful compensation system to enable seamless
transitions between automatic and manual modes. When a Knot is
switched into a manual mode, Presto is able to query the as-posed
information for that Knot from the KnotSpline, and author those
values to the controls such that the pose is unchanged.
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